
EXTERIOR SHADES



z-LOCK™
Patented z-LOCK™ technology
provides a unique fabric guide.
Concealed within the channels,
z-LOCK™ fastens the fabric
securely, creating a strong smooth
and streamlined finish. Tightly
integrated, our zip-guided system
ensures there are no gaps between
the fabric and the channels.



Zipscreen™ is the ultimate exterior screening solution for any outdoor area or window. 
Specially designed for alfresco, veranda, and balcony applications, Zipscreen offers privacy and 
protection from the sun, wind, rain, and insects all year round. Custom built, Zipscreen systems can be 
made in widths of up to 19ft (5.8m) and of drops up to 13ft (4m), or an impressive 22.9ft (7m) with 
Zipscreen Extreme, offering an exterior solution to fit almost any area.

As you close your Zipscreen shade, the patented technology of 
Ultra-Lock not only locks but tensions your exterior shade for a 
secure, stable and taut fabric finish.
When Ultra-Lock is coupled with our proprietary Automate FT 
motor, you are provided with the ultimate operating solution 
– an outdoor shade that you can automatically close, lock and 
tension with one simple touch of a button. A heavy duty latching 
pin combined with a hidden integrated design ensures a reliable 
solution, which can be pre-assembled off-site, for a quick & 
easy installation.

Introducing a completely transparent exterior solution. 
Zipscreen is compatible with clear, dimensionally stable PVC 
configurations. PVC creates a completely rain and 
weather-proof barrier, while also remaining perfectly clear.

PVC SCREEN COMPATIBLE

THE ALL NEW ULTRA-LOCK

zipscreen.com.au



A discreet wire guided solution, great for 
floor to ceiling applications. Featuring a 
universal bracket to fix the base of the wire 
guide to the floor, wall or sides. The Wire 
Guide system utilizes compression springs 
to tension the wire, ensuring a smooth and 
steady guide for the fabric. Wire tension is 
quick and easy to adjust.

The Veue Straight Drop system is an  
entry-level outdoor shading solution that is 
suitable for a variety of exterior residential or 
commercial applications - sliding windows, 
doorways, undercover and outdoor areas. 
Our Straight Drop system is simple in its 
design and installation, creating a minimal 
aesthetic and cost-effective solution.

STRAIGHT DROP WIRE GUIDE

VEUE DROP AWNINGS



The Veue Pivot Arm awning system is ideal 
for windows on first or second story levels. 
Veue Pivot Arm features a robust  
spring-loaded arm and perfectly maintains 
fabric tension in all positions. 

CHANNEL GUIDE PIVOT ARM

Featuring a slimline tension-free side guide, 
this system utilizes a two-piece channel 
for easy installation with clip fixings. Ideal 
for sheltering residential or commercial 
areas, this system is suitable for enclosing 
any outdoor space. The slim 3in (75mm) 
side channels and integrated fabric brushes 
ensure discreet and quiet operation.
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